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ABSTRACT
The effect of A1 2 0 3 (Saffil) short fibers on the
response

of

2014-Al 2 03 ( f)

composite

to

thermal

improved

strength,

stiffness,

wear

reduced

thermal

expansion.

resistance

These

and

composite

characteristics can often be achieved by relatively low
cost

reinforcement

and

processing

(e.g.

casting).

treatment was investigated. Composite samples were

Nevertheless, when short fibers are used, in order to

produced by squeeze casting starting from ceramic

ensure

preforms of Saffil (13% vol. of fibers). Their behaviour

preforms are needed,

was compared to that of 2014 unreinforced

squeeze casting.

alloy

good

distribution

of

which

reinforcement,
can

be

fiber

infiltrated

by

fabricated by squeeze casting as well. The best process

The strength of discontinuously-reinforced metal

parameters suitable for solution of alloying elements

matrix composites depends to a major degree on the

were

scanning

strength of the matrix alloy compared with continuous

calorimetry (DSC) and electron microprobe analysis

reinforced ones. Dealing with aluminium alloys, this

(SEM-EDS). Ageing path and kinetic of precipitation

means that heat treatable alloys must be used to ensure

phenomena

by

the required characteristics of strength. However, the

materials

presence of a reinforcement in the form of particles,

assessed

coupling

by

means

occurring
DSC

of

at 463

and

differential

Κ were

SEM-EDS.

studied

The

strengthened through two steps involving the formation

long or short

of metastable phase containing Al, Cu, Mg, Si, Mn and

reinforced alloy as well as its ageing behaviour. In

Fe and the subsequent precipitation of Θ' (Al 2 Cu).

reinforced alloys the grain size is generally found to be

Alumina fibers accelerated the overall ageing process,

smaller than in the corresponding unreinforced alloys,

chiefly enhancing the Θ' rate formation through an

due to the presence of the reinforcing phase that hinders

heavy

energy.

the grain growth. Chemical reactions possibly occurring

matrix/fibers

between reinforcement and matrix may change the

interface and at the grain boundaries greatly affected the

composition of the composite matrix. Furthermore, the

composite microstructure. Microstructure changes have

thermal

been correlated to both micro- and macrohardness of the

matrix and the ceramic reinforcement induces internal

material. The maximum

stresses during heating and cooling, which lead to an

reduction

Heterogeneous

of the

related

precipitation

at

activation
the

hardening was due to the

contemporary presence of λ ' and Θ'.

higher

fibers

expansion

dislocation

changes the microstructure

mismatch

density

between

near

the

the

of

metallic

reinforcement

interface. This increased dislocation density is thought
to
1 - INTRODUCTION

favour

the

precipitation

of

hardening

phases.

Therefore ageing behaviour of composites is normally
influenced

by

concentration,

kind

and

shape

of

It is well known that reinforcing metal alloys with

reinforcement. The presence of a reinforcing phase

ceramic particles or fibers produces materials with

generally enhances the rate of artificial ageing /1-5/. On
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the contrary,
observed

any
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effect of reinforcement

if the composite

can

be

is naturally aged 16,11.

Composite

investigated by comparing the behaviour of 2014 alloy
with that of a 2014/A1 2 0 3 fiber composite.

However, natural ageing is related to Guinier-Preston
zones formation, which is chiefly controlled by vacancy
concentration,

while

artificial

ageing

involves

2 - EXPERIMENTAL

nucleation of metastable precipitates, which is improved
by an increased dislocation density. According to the

Samples of 2014 aluminium alloy reinforced with

model proposed by Dutta et al. 13/, the increase of

13% vol of A l 2 0 3 - S i 0 2 (Saffil) fibers were fabricated at

dislocation concentration is greater if a fiber shaped

Stampal s.p.a (Borgaro-Italy) by squeeze casting (UBE

reinforcement is used instead of platelets or particles. In

vertical squeeze casting equipment, 500 tons). Preforms

addition, long and short fibers should behave in a

of Saffil fibers, supplied by Thermal Ceramic de France,

different manner due to their different aspect ratio.

were used. The fibers had a length of up to 150 μπι and

Moreover, it is well assessed that generally the ceramic

diameter ranging from 5 to 8 μιη. For comparison

reinforcement

purposes, specimens of squeeze cast unreinforced 2014

does

not

affect

the

precipitation

sequence.
Several studies about ageing of composites with an

alloy

were

also produced.

The

following

squeeze

casting process was adopted:

Al 2014 matrix can be found in literature, nevertheless

•

Pre-heating of preforms at 850°C for lh in air

most of them deal with particle (AI2O3, SiC) reinforced

•

Pre-heating of the mould by repeated injections of
molten alloy (kept at 810-830°C in a feeding oven)

materials /5,6,8/.
Artificial ageing strengthens Al-Cu-Mg alloys (like

•

Insertion of the ceramic preform in the mould

2014) through the formation of metastable phases which

•

Injection of the molten alloy with a speed of 3 cm/s
and a pressure of 95 Mpa.

progressively change their structure approaching those
of A12CU (Θ) or Al 2 CuMg (S) intermetallics. The age

The

hardening of both 2014 alloy and its composites was

according

unreinforced
to

the

same

specimens

were

obtained

process

(without

preform

attributed to the formation of Θ' 191 or S' 161 metastable

insertion). The chemical composition of the 2014 alloy

precipitates, but the presence of silicon and heavy

used is given in Table 1.

metals in this aluminium alloy allows for the formation
Table 1

of other phases too. Dutta et al. 151, by coupling TEM
and DSC analyses, showed that 2014 ageing involves

Cu 4.67

the following precipitation sequence:

Si

wt%

Mg

0.61

1.04

Fe

0.41

Μη 0.85

Al

balance

cc s s -»GPZ->λ'->λ' +Θ' - > λ (AlCuMgSi)+0(Al 2 Cu)
Samples

of

composite

and

unreinforced

alloy

Only few investigations have attempted to assess

(20x20x10 mm), destined for mechanical tests and

the effect of short A l 2 0 3 fibers on composite ageing

microscopy, were cut from the as-fabricated ingots and

response 191. Moreover, contrary to what might be

polished to

reasonably expected, no effect of fibers on ageing rate

calorimetry (DSC) experiments, 5 mm diameter bars

was observed. Most of the reports in the literature

were machined; slices 1.5 mm thick were cut from the

regarding thermal treatments of 2014 based materials

bars using a low speed diamond saw.

1 μιη finish. For differential scanning

have been focused to precipitation kinetic, whereas less

The suitability of solution temperature and time for

attention has been devoted to investigate the solution

achieving a complete solution were investigated by

process, which can also be a critical step, particularly

DSC, starting from the standard solution

when considering composite materials /10/.

reported in literature for 2014 alloy /11/.

In this work the effect of short alumina (Saffil)
fibers on each step of the thermal treatment has been
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After

this

preliminary

study,

treatment

samples

were

solutionized at 775 Κ for 2 hours in an inert argon
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atmosphere and quenched in water at room temperature.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Artificial ageing was carried out at 463 Κ in an oil bath
for different periods. Storage between quenching and

Solution

ageing, and between ageing and testing was done in
liquid nitrogen, in order to prevent natural ageing of
samples. Both microstructure and mechanical properties
of samples as-quenched and aged for different periods
were studied.
Micro- and

macrohardness

measurements

were

performed. Microhardness was measured by using a
Leitz-Weitzlar Durimet tester equipped with a Vickers
indenter (50 g load). Macrohardness measurements
were carried out by a Wolpert-Amsler tester equipped
with a 2.5 mm Brinell indenter (62 kg load). A
minimum of nine microhardness and six macrohardness
tests were carried out for each sample of composite and
unreinforced alloy. Microhardness tests were performed
taking care to avoid contact between the Vickers
indenter and the reinforcing phase, thus evaluating the
hardness of the metal matrix only.

Firstly, the best set of parameters suitable for
allowing a complete solution of alloying elements
during the first step of the T6 thermal treatment was
investigated by DSC. From a general point of view,
solution process is improved by increasing both solution
temperature and time. Nevertheless, the temperature
adopted has to be lower than that of melting start and
only reasonably long solution periods can be accepted in
the industrial practice. The DSC curves of composite
and

unreinforced

alloy

after squeeze

casting

are

compared in Fig. 1. These traces show that the as-cast
materials present two melting peaks: a first sharp
endothermic phenomenon

occurring around 798 Κ

superimposed to a wider peak with a maximum at about
916 K. The large second peak rather well matches with
the melting temperature range of the 2014 alloy, which
according to literature /13/ starts melting at 780 Κ and

In order to correlate hardness variation with the
precipitation sequence and the related microstructural
changes, DSC and scanning electron microscopy-X ray
energy dispersive (SEM-EDS) analyses have been
performed. A DSC PERKIN-ELMER Series 7 and a
Philips 515 SEM equipped with PV 9009 EDS were
used.

conclude this transformation at 911 K. Furthermore, on
the basis of different ternary alloy phase diagrams
referring to 2014 alloy, the first peak may be assigned to
the melting of the eutectic Al-Si-AI 2 Cu /14,15/. This
hypothesis is strengthened

over-aged samples. For instance, the intensity of the
first endothermic

The DSC samples after solution and quenching were

by the DSC traces of

peak

in the DSC trace

greatly

increases with artificial ageing (90 h at 493 K),

immediately submitted to DSC run in the range of
323-773 Κ with heating rates of 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50
K/min, using pure A1 2 0 3 discs of the same mass as
reference. The corresponding DSC traces allowed us to
investigate the precipitation sequence and to calculate
the activation energy related to precipitation process of
different reinforcing phases. In particular, the apparent
activation energy was calculated using Ozawa's method
/12/, a non-isothermal method of general purpose,
suitable for evaluating the apparent activation energy of
solid state processes and previously used /10/ to
investigate ageing behaviour of composites.
Another set of samples was aged for different
periods (1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 32, 64, 100 and 200 hours)
τ [Κ]

and then analyzed by DSC and SEM-EDS. SEM was
used in order to investigate the concentration and
distribution

of precipitates; their composition

checked by EDS analysis.

was

Fig. 1: Melting peaks detected for Al 2014 alloy and
Al 2014/Saffil composite in different treatment
conditions.
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suggesting that this peak is related to the melting of
strengthening precipitates (like Al 2 Cu) which

grow

during ageing (Fig. 1, trace 3).
The eutectic melting at temperatures around 798 Κ
requires that lower temperatures must be adopted for
solution treatment.

For this reason

it would

seem

difficult to exceed the solution temperature of 775 K,
indicated in the literature / l l / for unreinforced 2014
alloy.

Furthermore,

temperature

as

the

recommended

is close to that of melting

solution
start,

this

parameter must be tightly controlled during solution
treatment.
In order to assess the solution time suitable for a
complete solutionizing, DSC traces (scanning rate 10
K/min) of samples treated at 775 Κ for different periods

Fig. 2:

Precipitates in solution treated Al 2014 alloy.

and water quenched were compared. Composite and
2014 alloy samples were submitted to DSC analysis
after solution at 775 Κ (for 2 and 8 h) and quenching.
The total amount of heat involved

in precipitation

hardening (enthalpy of the two exothermic peaks placed
between 488 and 650 K, as better discussed in the next
paragraph) does not change noticeably with the solution
time (Table 2). Since the enthalpy value has to be
related to the amount of precipitate formed during the
DSC run (which in turn depends on both the amount of
solutionized elements and the precipitation rate), it
should be inferred that the prolonging of treatment time

confirmed DSC results. As shown in Figure 2, after a
solution treatment of 2 hours at 775 K, a few large
precipitates

were

occasionally

observed

at

grain

boundaries in 2014 alloy. In the case of the composite,
precipitates were more frequently detected; the greatest
part of them placed near the reinforcement (Figure 3b).
EDS analysis emphasizes the presence of two kinds of
precipitates: a Cu-rich phase (point Β in Figure 2),
which was more commonly found, and a second kind of
precipitate, similar to the first, but containing Si, Mg,
Mn and Fe too (point A, Figure 2). These precipitates

up to 8h does not result in an improvement of solution
process. In a previous study dealing with

thermal

treatment of 2014/A1 2 0 3 particulate composite, Varma
et al. /8/ found that a longer solution time causes two
effects: a decrease of formation temperature for Θ'
hardening phase in the DSC traces and an increase of
the related ΔΗ. Nevertheless, none of these phenomena
has been observed in the present investigation.

Table 2
ΔΗ related to precipitation in 2014 Al alloy and
2014-Saffil composite
Solution time [h]

2014

2014-Saffil

2

23.75 J/g

31.4 J/g

8

24.2 J/g

30.5 J/g

Fig. 3:

Microstructure of solution treated Al 2014/
Saffil composite: (a) zone free from precipi-

SEM-EDS analyses carried out for composite and
unreinforced

346

alloy

after

solution

and

quenching

tates,

(b)

unsolutionized

matrix/fiber interfaces.

precipitates

at
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(more

easily

in the

case

of

exothermic peaks in the DSC trace (C and D) can be

composite) in samples solutionized for 8h at 775,

related to λ' and Θ' formation, while the weaker thermal

showing that a solution treatment as long as 8h is not

phenomena

yet sufficient for achieving a complete solution. As

reversion. The λ ' phase is a quaternary metastable phase

solution temperature cannot be significantly increased,

with

are due to

approximate

GP

chemical

zones
formula

formation

and

AlsC^MggSis,

because of the eutectic melting at 798K, the complete

which replaces the S' phase in Al-Cu-Mg alloys with

solution should be attained only through the adoption of

high Si content /15/, while Θ' is the well known

very long treatment times at around 775 K, which are

transition phase to CUA12.

not convenient, from an economical point of view, in

The morphology and the distribution of hardening

industrial practice. Therefore a treatment two hours long

precipitates present in aged samples of both 2014 alloy

has been adopted in the remainder of the present

and composite under investigation are shown in Figures

investigation. Basically, this is the treatment suggested

5 and 6 respectively. The microstructure of 2014

by handbooks for 2014 alloy, which also in the case of

unreinforced alloy is characterised by the presence of

2014 based composites can assure the best compromise

small precipitates homogeneously distributed (Fig. 5),

between effectiveness of alloying element solution and

two kinds of larger precipitates (labelled as A and Β in

convenience of process.

figure) are

also

present

at

grain

boundaries.

In

composite specimens, precipitates were preferentially
found at interfaces between matrix and reinforcing
Precipitation s e q u e n c e

fibers as well as at grain boundaries (Fig. 6). EDS

Figure 4 shows the DSC traces of solution treated

analysis shows that most of Al-Cu precipitates (with a

composite and unreinforced alloy (heating rate 10

composition consistent with Al 2 Cu formula, particles Β

K/min). These curves are rather similar because they

in Figures 5 and 6) is located around the fibers in the

present

and

case of the composite and heterogeneouslv distributed

endothermic peaks. Furthermore they are in fairly good

in that of the 2014 alloy. In addition, precipitates

agreement with thermograms reported by Dutta et al. 151

containing

for similar 2014 based composites. These authors gave

percentages of Fe and Mn grew prevalently at grain

an

the

same

sequence

of

exothermic

Al, Cu, Mg,

Si and

fairly significant

the

boundaries of 2014 and its composite (particles A in

resistivity

figures 5 and 6). This last phase probably is a solid

measurements. According to their study the two major

solution deriving from the λ ' phase. The EDS spectra of

interpretation

calorimetric

Fig. 4:

of

technique

DSC
with

trace

by

TEM

coupling
and

DSC traces for solution treated composite and

Fig. 5:

Precipitates in over-aged Al 2014 alloy.

unreinforced alloy.
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value of ΔΗ involved.
The subsequent endothermic peak (B) is located at
different temperatures

for

unreinforced

alloy

and

composite (around 454 Κ and 480 Κ respectively), but
in both cases it can be assigned to GP zone reversion,
according to the metastable Al-Cu phase diagram also
/16Λ
The two strong and partially overlapped exothermic
peaks (C and D) can be related to precipitation of
metastable λ ' and Θ' respectively.
Finally, the wide endothermic peak, detected at
temperatures above 720 K, can be attributed to the
dissolution of these last precipitates.
Actually, DSC results agree with the precipitation
Fig. 6:

Precipitates

in

over-aged

Al

2014/Saffil

sequence proposed by Dutta et al. for a similar material:

composite: (a) different kinds of precipitates,
(b) enlargement of precipitate of kind "A".

ass

GPZ

λ'

λ ' + θ' -> λ (AlCuMgSi) + θ (CuAl 2 )

Moreover, SEM-EDS analysis has been used with
the two precipitates are reported in Fig.7.
On the basis of literature data and of EDS analysis

the purpose of confirming the attribution of C and D
exothermic peaks to the formation of λ '

and Θ'

all the thermal phenomena occurring in DSC trace of

respectively. Samples of the two investigated materials

Figure 4 can be easily assigned.

were annealed for 2h at about 513 Κ (temperature which

The first feeble exothermic peak at temperatures

corresponds to the onset of the peak C in

around 320 Κ (A in Figure 4) is likely related to the

thermogram

of Figure 4), thus

allowing

the

for the

formation of Guinier-Preston zones. Due to the small

accomplishment of the precipitation of the phase related

thermal effect and the baseline instability occurring just

to this DSC peak. SEM-EDS analysis of these samples

at the scanning start, this peak does not allow reliable

put in evidence that the annealing at this temperature

information to be obtained about its maximum and the

markedly

promoted

the

formation

at

the

grain

boundaries of Al-Cu-Mg-Si-Fe-Mn precipitates, while
only a few Al-Cu precipitates were found to be present
(with about the same concentration

found in the

as-quenched samples).
DSC and SEM-EDS results concur to demonstrate
that both composite and unreinforced alloy strengthen
through the same route, involving the formation of λ '
and Θ' at different temperatures.

Precipitation kinetic
Despite the same precipitation sequence, there are
important

differences

between

thermograms

of

composite and of Al-2014 unreinforced alloy. DSC
Fig. 7: EDS spectra of precipitates found in over-aged
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curves obtained with different heating rates for the two

material and labeled as "A" and "B" in Figures

materials

are

compared

in

Figure

8.

The

peak

5 and 6.

temperatures for λ ' and Θ' formation shift with the
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(;

/

50 deq/min

\ \

Al 2014/Saffil

\ \

-

/ <

y ι1

\

increased amount of precipitate formed during the DSC
run, that is from an enhanced precipitation rate.

- A l 2014

This result agrees well with the peak displacement

s

towards lower temperatures, discussed above.
20deg/min

//

10deg/min

\

/

/

Table 3

v^.

Scanning rate

5 deg/min

10

20

30

50

Τ λ ·[Κ]

488

500

515

525

543

Τ Θ '[Κ]

524

544

560

577

595

TV [Κ]

495

503

517

534

545

Τ Θ ·[Κ]

538

551

569

580

598

2014/Saffil fibers

T[K]
Fig. 8:

5

[Kmin1]

Comparison

of

DSC

2014 alloy
traces

recorded

at

different heating rates.

Table 4
change of DSC scanning rate, showing that precipitation
of these phases is a thermally activated phenomena
(Table 3). At each scanning rate the two exothermic
peaks related to λ ' and Θ' formation fall before for the
composite with respect to 2014 alloy. This feature,
showing that precipitation

Scanning rate
[Kmin1]

5

10

20

30

50

23.9

31.4

29.7

29.9

31.6

3

1

6

2

22.2

23.7

23.7

20.9

25.8

0

5

4

0

9

2014/Saffil fibers
AFWfJg1]

is easier in the case of

composite material, agrees with most of the studies on

2014 alloy

aluminium matrix composites. On the contrary, it has

ΔΗ λ · +θ · [J g-']

been previously reported that 2014/Al20 3( p) behaves in a
rather different manner with respect to other aluminium
based composites 151, because the reinforcement favours
the precipitation of Θ', but hinders that of λ ' . In order to
explain these particular outcomes it was postulated that
λ'

nucleates

from the

dissolving

GPZ,

while

Evaluation of apparent activation energy by
Ozawa method

Θ'

DSC thermal analysis data has been used in order to

nucleates on matrix dislocations, therefore only the

estimate the apparent activation energy for hardening

formation of this last phase is favoured in the case of

phase formation according to O z a w a ' s method. This

composite material. In fact, as λ ' growth is controlled

method enables calculation of the activation energy,

by vacancy diffusion, a reduced vacancy concentration

also involved in complex solid state transformation,

(occurring in composite due to vacancy adsorption at

from the slope of the straight line obtained by plotting

dislocations) would inhibit λ ' formation. This particular

the logarithm of DSC scanning rate (In φ) versus the

mechanism is not consistent with our results, as will be

reciprocal of the temperature corresponding to the

further emphasized in the next section, because the

transformation of a pre-fixed fraction of material (1/T).

formation of λ ' is not delayed in the DSC trace of the

We have inferred that the DSC peak temperature always

composite.

corresponded

to the same

advancement

degree

of

Table 4 shows the overall enthalpy related to λ ' + θ '

precipitation process, that is, to the same fraction of

formation. These enthalpy values change with different

transformed material. The correctness of the hypothesis

heating rates, but they are always greater in the case of

advanced above and the suitability of this method are

composite. A higher thermal effect has to result from an

confirmed if the experimental points fit a straight line
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well. The fitting of experimental data with Ozawa's plot

kJ/mol

was checked by calculating the correlation coefficient;

composite). Contrary, significantly different values have

this last was always found close to one, thus validating

been found in the case of Θ': 97.9 kJ-mol"1 for 2014

the correctness of activation energy values.

alloy and 80.0 kJ-mol"' for composite. These activation

Ozawa's plots are reported in Figure 9 for both the

for

2014

alloy

against

89.2

kJ/mol

for

energy values are similar to those reported in literature

λ ' and Θ' formation peaks. The presence of reinforcing

for

Al-Cu-(Mg)

phase in form of short fibers only slightly changes the

/5,10,15,17/.

apparent activation energy for λ ' precipitation (94.4

particulate

alloys

and

their

However,

generally,

reinforcement

only

the

slightly

composites
presence

of

lowers

the

activation energy for the precipitation of metastable
strengthening phases /5,10/, while in this investigation

1.8
!
I

\Λ ,
v y
w
δ\Λ

1.6

an important decrease (of about 20%) was observed for

I

Θ' formation.

Al 2014/saffil
Ea„ = 89.2 kj/mol
R : = 0.99
\

Summarising, results found in calorimetric analysis
of a short fiber reinforced 2014 aluminium alloy show
differences

Μ

with

both

unreinforced

and

particle

reinforced 2014 alloy. The presence of a reinforcing
phase

g 5 1.2

in the

form

of

short

fibers decreases

the

temperature at which precipitation of metastable phases
Al 2014
1.0 — E3„ = 94.4 kj/mol
R 2 = 0.97

occurs, as well as increasing the precipitation rate by

\ /VVQ

reducing the activation energy for the process. Whatever
the nature of reinforcement is, Θ' peak falls before in

0.8

composites

and

this

result

can

be

well

justified

considering the lower activation energy related to its
0.6
1.80

precipitation. However, considering λ ' precipitation, a
1.85

1.90

9a

1.95

2.00

2.05

2.10

1000jTp

smaller accelerating effect of reinforcement was found,
which

was

not

observed

in the

case

of

particle

reinforced 2014 alloy 151.

Micro- and Macrohardness
The variation of microhardness with ageing time at
463 Κ is reported in Figure 10, where the ageing curves
of composite matrix and 2014 alloy are compared.
It can be observed that in the solution

treated

condition microhardness, as expected, is very similar for
the two materials. Furthermore, hardness curves are
structured according to the formation of two hardening
precipitates (namely λ ' and Θ'). The addition of a
reinforcing ceramic in the form of short fibers slightly
accelerates the ageing kinetics of the composite; in fact,
composite shows the microhardness peak after about 8
1.65

1.70

1.75

9b
Fig. 9:

350

1.80

1.85

1.90

1.95

1000/Tp

hours, while unreinforced alloy needs about 12 hours to
achieve

the

maximum

hardness.

However,

micro-

activation

hardness peaks are far from being sharp, because the

energies for phases related to peaks "C" (plots

hardness curves are quite smoothed, with a plateau after

9a) and " D " (plots 9b) of Figure 4.

the maximum. Although the ageing kinetic of composite

Ozawa's

plots

with

calculated
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Fig. 10:

Al 2014/saffil

120

Al 2014/saffil
Al 2014

Fig. 11:

Microhardness variations with ageing time at

Macrohardness variations with ageing time at
463 K.

463 K.
a
is accelerated, the matrix of the composite reaches
lower values of microhardness compared with the
unreinforced

2014

alloy.

This

behaviour

can

be

explained by the fact that in the composite matrix
precipitation

occurs mostly

at the interfaces with

reinforcing phase, while fewer precipitates are found
homogeneously distributed. In order to consider the
matrix microhardness only, without the reinforcement
contribute, measurements must be taken far from fibers,

fraction

of

the

material

effectively

undergoes

hardening in this last case.
Finally, DSC curves were recorded for samples
previously aged at 463 Κ for 10 h, and then hardened to
the maximum level. These curves showed that, after
about

10 hours

of ageing,

λ'

precipitation

peak

completely disappears, while Θ' peak is appreciably
smoothed. Therefore, the maximum hardness has to be
related with the contemporary presence of both these
phases.

where matrix contains less hardening precipitates and so
results are softer.
Both composite matrix and unreinforced alloy start
CONCLUSIONS

to lose hardness after about 40 hours of ageing at 463 K,
but remain harder than in the as-quenched state even
after 200 hours despite over-ageing. This feature was

•

Solution process, carried out according to standard

already observed for similar composites and attributed

procedure for 2014 alloy (2h at 783 K), was proved

to the difficulty of obtaining the stable θ phase even

to be the best compromise between effectiveness of

after prolonged ageing treatments 191.

solution and convenience in industrial practice also
for a composite reinforced with 13%vol of short

Macrohardness curves of composite and Al 2014
alloy show a similar trend (Fig. 11), even though higher

Saffil fibers. In fact higher solution temperature is

values of hardness are observed for the composite, due

unprofitable, because the risk of liquid formation,

to the effect of hard A1 2 0 3 short fibers dispersed in the

and prolonged treatments do not noticeably change

matrix. These two curves do not have sharp peaks and

the amount of alloying elements in solid solution.

reach an almost constant hardness value approximately

•

Composite 2014/Saffil and 2014 alloy strengthen

after 10 hours. This last feature is very likely due to the

through the same precipitation sequence during

hardening effect of the reinforcing fibers which partially

artificial ageing. Two kinds of precipitates form: a

hides the effect of matrix hardening.

Cu-Al rich phase (Θ' phase) and a precipitate

Ageing involves an improvement of 40 HB / 50 HV

containing also Mg, Si, Mn and Fe in addition to Al

for the unreinforced 2014 alloy and of about 30 HB

and Cu, which very likely is a solid solution

(macro) or HV (micro) for the composite, because only

deriving from λ ' phase (Al 5 Cu 2 Mg 8 Si5).
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•

Role of Al203 Fibers (Saffil) in Thermal Treatment of 2014-Al20}(i)

During artificial ageing firstly λ'

Composite
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